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Charlotte Tilbury

Full Fat Lashes 5 Star Mascara is a luxurious 
multitasker that curls, separates, lengthens, and 

dramatizes lashes in a single stroke. Love this mas-
cara! The effect it had on my lashes kind of looked 

like I was wearing wispy falsies. I used glossy 
black, to give my lashes a little sheen to them. As 
I was doing the review (applying mascara), I left 

one lash completely untouched and one covered 
in the Full Fat Lash mascara, and started to make 

googley eyes at my husband, blinking rapidly, and 
he said: “you need to put some of that on your 
right lash!” LOL. He noticed! Ladies, get noticed 

in Charlotte Tilbury’s mascara, quick.  Available at 
www.nordstroms.com for $58.00

Charlotte Tilbury Foundation

What the Website Says:
“What it does: The foundation conceals imperfec-
tions, glides on like a dream and literally feels like 

a second skin. Whether your skin needs just a bit of 
perfecting or you struggle with a frustrating issue 
like acne, melisma or rosacea, this foundation will 

give you perfect-looking skin every single day. A 
concentrated mushroom extract improves firmness, 

tightens pores and moisturizes; hyaluronic acid 
filling spheres reverse wrinkle grooves to retexture 

the skin within one hour; and supercharged vitamin 
C gives you a lit-from-within effect. It’s also great for 
those with acne scarring, mature skin and normal to 

tired, dull skin.” 

My thoughts are: it’s simplistic, has a nice, matte 
finish, and pores are reduced, which means, you 

look simply smooth. I applied with no primer and 
not with the complexion brush (as recommended). 
I used my Sephora airbrush foundation brush, and 

the results were flawless. Overall, I’d rate this a 
3.5, just because I felt that there was no warmth 
to this color for me. The shade used was 12 Dark 

Foncè, and it was a little flat on color.  Product 
available at www.nordstrom.com for $44.00.

Nars Multiple

Strobe! Strobe! Strobe! Now, since that’s out of 
the way, let’s chat about Nars Multiple in the color 

Luxor. Honey, this vibrant metallic iridescent 
pinky, purple(ish) color is everything. This can be 
used for strobing, highlighting, mixed with a clear 
lip-gloss for a shimmery, bitten lip look. I love it! 
This is a color for the fairer shade, but if those 

with darker complexions want to use it, they can 
apply to center of the eyelids as well as corner 

of the eyes, to add a slight pop of color.  Areas of 
highlight include (cupids bow, brow bone, cheek-
bone area, bridge of nose). Finish this look with 

a sleek ponytail, clean makeup, and highlight the 
areas mentioned above, and you’re ready for the 
ridiculous amount of compliments you’ll receive. 

Huxley secrets of Sahara Oil Essence 

At a price point of $52.00, this product delivers 
hydration, a non-greasy feel, and is super light-
weight. Upon opening the packaging, I was con-

fused, as it looked thick. I instantly said: “ohhhhh, 
this is going to be super heavy, and the oil will just 

sit on top of my skin.” (Insert buzz sound here.) 
I was wrong! A dime size will do it, as it spreads 

easily, and dissolves quickly. This oil essence has 
proven to be effective. This is wonderful for all 

skin types, and for those suffering with acne, as it 
is safe to use. People with acne that hear the word 

“oil”,  run for the hills. NEVER FEAR! HUXLEY IS 
HERE WITH THEIR SUPER SUPERIOR OIL ESSENCE! 
Don’t let the cold months get you down. Stay on 

top of your skincare regime, add this amazing hy-
drating potion to cleansed skin. Product available 

at www.glowrecipe.com

J. One Jelly Pack 

Dramatic skin firming, with improved elasticity, 
pore-smoothing. Made in Korea with a price point 

of $42.00.
I have mixed feelings about this product. Although 

others have raved about using this in place of a 
primer, I don’t like the feeling I have on my face 
after applying the product, then placing makeup 
on top, so I’m going to say, let’s keep it to a night 
cream process. I do like the fact that it does min-
imize pores like.... almost instantly, it tightens the 
skin, as well as brightens. The jelly-like consisten-
cy is cool to the touch, and feels great when being 
applied. Hyaluronic acid keeps your skin hydrated, 

while fullerene acts as an oxygen magnet. This 
products offers great attributes, but keep it to a 

treatment (day or night). 
Product available at www.glowrecipe.com

Perlier Royal Elixir

I received two of the Ultra- Shine lip glosses in 
colors 03 Coral and 01 Nude.  I opened the Coral 
first, and the smell was to die for. I kept smelling 

my lips; awkward, yes, but true. The color was 
beautiful, and the shine was brilliant. The appli-
cation was easy, as it fully covered my lips with 
one dip. Lip glosses can be sticky, but this one, 
not so much. Some stuck to it, but not that thick 
sticky feeling that gets your hair stuck to it. I`m 

sure you’ve experienced it too, right? This is a true 
gloss, and although the longevity isn’t very long, ( 

if you eat or drink something), it`s worth reap-
plying. In a world full of matte lipsticks, this gloss 

offers a high sheen, softening type of look.  
Last but not least, IT`S A PLUMPER!!! Girl! These 

lips need no plumping, but for my lip-challenged 

beauties, Perlier got you covered. Like most, 
when I get makeup, I rip the packaging ASAP, 
so I applied it, and when my lips plumped up, 
I was like: ”whaaaat???” Disclaimer: read on 

the packaging! Either way, you can’t lose with 
plumped, high shine, soft lips.  

Available at www.hsn.com for $16.50

January Labs

Complete Skin Essentials kit - Price point 
$265.00 , but don’t fret. Items can be pur-

chased individually, and are worth every cent. 
As a skincare specialist (esthetician), trying new 

things, learning new formulas for treating the 
skin, is exciting. When I received the January 
Labs wonderful kit, the first thing that excited 
me was knowing that I spoke with the creator, 
and her whole vibe was the science and ingre-
dients of her products, making her products for 
everyone. Dealing with skin, some Fitzpatrick 
types aren’t able to receive chemical peels or 
should steer clear from some products in fear 
of actually harming the skin, January Labs has 

made that obsolete.

Introducing the Glow & Go Power Peel Exfoliant 
(price point $75.00). 

First thing, don’t be alarmed by the smell, as it’s 
super strong, with ingredients like cinnamon 

oil to help detoxify, rejuvenate and oxygenate 
your skin. You will feel tingly, the skin will feel 
tight, and a faint flushed look happens to the 
skin as the peel dries. Pores will be reduced, 

and the skin will brightened. Great for all skin 
types. Use on cleansed skin, and can be com-
bined with the gel cleanser (wash with warm 
water). Follow up with restorative tonic mist 

and moisturizer. If you suffer from any skincare 

 conditions please, speak with your Dermatol-
ogist first. 

Day and Night Duo 

 Priced at $135.00, I like to call them “the 
dynamic duo”, because it offers some of my 

favorite things such as hyaluronic acid, which 
improves elasticity and repairs tissue; be-

ta-glucan which is knocking fine lines on their 
behinds; and last but not least, the lactic acid, 
which is calming and hydrating. Make sure to 
always follow up with your SPF /SPF and stay 

protected.

Restorative Tonic 

 Priced at $24.00. I walk around with this in 
my bag. Not only does it kick butt, in the sense 

that it battles the appearance of pores, and 
prevents breakouts, but it also just feels dang 
good. It contains ingredients like, witch hazel, 

(which smacks acne around); aloe, (which 
smooth’s things out); rosa centifolia flower, 

(which is used to soften, balance and restore 
the skin), you’re basically a walking ninja 

warrior. I can go on all day; these are just a few 
of the amazing ingredients that you will find in 

this restorative tonic.

Pure & Gentle Cleansing Gel 

 Priced at $32.00, Disclaimer: avoid eyes when 

cleansing.  This cleanser is a true gel formula, 
almost jelly-like, very clear, with no artificial 
coloring at all, which I love. This cleanser can 
hang with the best of them stripping makeup, 
dirt... BASICALLY WASHING YOUR DAY AWAY! 

Less is more, a nickel size will do it, but if you’re 
a clean-skin-junkie like myself, you will literally 

bathe in it. This cleanser combats breakouts 
and congestion, soothes skin, protects against 
free radicals, and contains anti-inflammatory 

agents. I mean, it’s just great. This cleanser is no 
doubt a win, and you can’t beat the price point. 

MORE  JANUARY LABS 
PRODUCTS

Advanced Eye Technology

A concentrated eye treatment that helps pro-
mote firmness and elasticity, January Labs Ad-
vanced Eye Technology diminishes the appear-

ance of puffiness, lines and wrinkles around the 
eyes. This fiercely active, yet luxurious formula 
increases hydration, soothes, and protects the 
skin around the delicate eye area, providing an 

energized, youthful appearance.

NOTE FROM GIA

I’d like to take the time out to thank January 
from the January Labs, (not only are her prod-

ucts great, but she has an awesome name). 
She explored skincare for herself, and has 
made it possible for all to attain a level of 

beauty, by caring about what she’s put into her 
product. 

You get what you put out, so I wish her contin-
ued success on her fab skincare line. 

Products available at www.januarylabs.com
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